MAD AD By Grade 6

The IT Club hosted an inter-house competition for class 6th titled ‘Mad Ad’ on 29th July. The participants enacted a number of innovative ideas like Talking Calculator, Mind Bot, Super Techno Mouse and Funky Comp to name a few. After the conclusion of the event, a small quiz was conducted for the audience by Gauri, a member of the IT Club. Everyone participated with great enthusiasm and the competition overall was a great success.

The results are as follows:

I Position – Pratigya House
II Position – Prakash House
III Position – Prayas House
IV Position – Prakriti House
On Friday, 29th July 2016, Miiraas-The Heritage Club organized a poster making activity for students of Grade VII. The Topic was Protection of Natural Heritage. It was heartening to see all the students work enthusiastically. They were quick to organize themselves and complete lovely posters with thought provoking slogans on the topic. Compliments to all the students of Grade VII for their innovative presentations and great team work.
EVENT: INTER HOUSE HINDI DEBATE  
CLASS: 8TH  
ORGANISED BY: HINDI DEBATE AND THEATER CLUB  
DATE: 29/07/16

The topic given to the students for the debate was “Protesting and revolution is not sedition”. Each house had 3 minutes, and 2 participants, one for the motion and one against the motion. The first house to contest was Prakriti, followed by Prakash, then Pratigya and finally Prayas. All participants put forth their views passionately and eloquently and it was indeed a delight to see such young minds engage in such a high level of debate. The competition was judged by Ms. Nupur Agarwal, Ms. Nilima Gupta and Ms. Yashoda, and was held outside the Annexe Block, with students of 8th grade as participants.

Pratigya House was awarded the first position, Prakash the second, and Prakriti the third. Overall, the event was a success!
Inter House Club Activity - English Debate: Class 9

An English Debate was organized for the Inter House Club Activity for July for class 9. The event was held on 29 July 2016 in the school amphitheatre during the club activity period from 7:40 to 8:40 AM. The motion before the house was: This House believes that Ethics Supercede Practicality. The debate was well contested with each house fielding one speaker for and one against the topic along with an interjector. The arguments for as well as against the motion were logically presented and analysed with remarkable insight and supported with relevant examples. The Interjectors added to the debate by making incisive observations pertaining to the arguments laid before the house. It was a stimulating debate and the class 9 students have set a high benchmark for the Debating Club in general.

The judges were: 1) Ms Sanchita Ghosh, HOD, History 2) Ms Yogita Gautam 3) Ms Rupa Midha

Ms Sanchita Ghosh addressed the students after the event and gave constructive feedback to the young debaters before announcing the results. The Results were as follows:

Pratigya - 1st Position  Prakash - 2nd Position  Prayas - 3rd Position  Prakriti - 4th Position

The Best Speaker was Yastika Guru from Pratigya House and the two best interjectors were Abhinav Thakur from Prakash and Nishit Mishra from Pratigya House. Yashovardhan Pandey and Jailekha Zutshi acted as Moderators and Time keeper ensuring a smooth conduct of the proceedings.
29th July was a marvelous day for the Physics Club’s Club day.

The club had organized an activity for 10th grade, which was essentially snakes and ladders, but this time, with a twist. Each class was assigned 4 members of the club, one for every house. The goal was that the house members had to answer questions asked by the club member and if they answered it correctly, they were permitted to roll the dice and hence move their pawn. The houses had to race to reach the 100 mark before the other houses in order to win. The event went very smoothly and the houses had great fun participating in the activity conducted.
Club Day 29th July, 2016 - Grade 11 - Quiz - by Bizzonomy Club

On the occasion of Club day, the Bizzonomy Club took charge for the 11th graders via the medium of a quiz. A quiz based on business and economics, it was met with enthusiasm and vigour on the part of the four houses. In the sort-after conference room, the Quiz Master, Aryan Grover of 11 E, calmly guided the participants through the competition; the presence of the IT team had been of essential importance. The various rounds - SANSKRITI round, Category round and Spitfire round - were exemplified with expressions of triumph on getting correct answers or elaborate face-palms on getting them wrong. Prakriti came first, Prakash second, Prayas 3rd and Pratigya 4th.

Photos of the Event
Club Day 29th July, 2016 - Grade 12 - Quiz - by Math Club

The Math Club hosted an inter-house quiz for grade 12th titled ‘Fast And Curious’. The quiz began with a lot of anticipation and excitement. It was a time limit quiz with a set of very interesting and creative rounds. There were 4 rounds in the quiz-The General round, Equation round, Visual round and Rapid fire round. All the rounds were keenly contested, the intelligent minds answered the questions with enthusiasm, wisdom and confidence, their involvement was remarkable. A lot of meticulous research had gone into the preparation of the quiz questions and it was delighting to see students enjoying the quiz. They gained a lot of knowledge about the beauty of mathematics in the bargain. On the whole it was an enriching, interesting and fun filled activity.

Result:- 1st - Pratigya  2nd – Prayas  3rd – Prakriti  4th - Prakash